A SZENTENDREI BÜKKÖSP'ART TÁJMŰVÉSZETI PARK TERVE
THE PLAN OF BÜKKÖSP'ART LAND ART PARK IN Szentendre

Land art includes these open space pieces of art which have been made with the demands of art and have close and inseparable connection with their environments. The complex works and installations from the different periods of art history find their way to the land art work. The connection to the site can be seen in the land art in the usage of living and climate materials or "live elements" such as gardens, holes, or any creative material. A land art park is an extensive (50 ha) park which serves for presenting land art works in coastal areas, mostly made from natural materials. The park is divided into different areas, such as the "Artists' Walk" or the "Nature Walk". The purpose of my dissertation is to design the framework of the land art park and the "Artists' Walk" by presenting the inside and outside elements of the framework. The purpose is to provide an opportunity for the artists to create their own works and for local people as well, the park provides a high standard natural environment.
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